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Do you remember? 
When preparing for 
ṣalāh, we must think of 
the following: 
 Niyyah 
 Wuḍūʾ 
 Qiblah 
 Place of ṣalāh 
 Time of ṣalāh 

These are called  
muqaddimāt al-ṣalāh 

PREPARING FOR ṢALĀH 

Learning objectives 

1. Understand when it is
wājib and mustaḥab to
perform wuḍūʾ

2. Understand the basic
rulings regarding wuḍūʾ

3. Understand that the
water for wuḍūʾ must
be mubāḥ, muṭlaq and
ṭāhir.

When is wuḍūʾ wājib?  

Wuḍūʾ itself is a mustaḥab act. It only becomes wājib before the 
following actions: 
 Before praying any wājib or mustaḥab

ṣalāh (except for salāt al-mayyit)
 Before touching the Arabic script of

the Qurʾān
 Before touching the names of Allāh

[SWT] (in any language)
 For the wājib tawāf of the Kaʿbah

When doing wuḍūʾ, it is better to do it with the general niyyah of 
qurbatan ilallāh (seeking proximity to Allāh [SWT]) and not for a 
specific act like ṣalāt al-maghrib. That way, we can use the same 
wuḍūʾ to pray more than one ṣalāh (e.g. maghrib and ʿishāʾ), 
touch the Qurʾān, etc. otherwise we would have to perform a 
separate wuḍūʾ for every action that requires it. 

Sometimes it is not wājib but mustaḥab to do wuḍūʾ, meaning 
there is a lot of thawāb to do it but it is not a must. There are 
many examples of when it is mustaḥab to do wuḍūʾ: 

 Before going to bed

Activity

Practical demonstration of 
wuḍūʾ in the classroom 

When is wuḍūʾ mustaḥab? 

Before reciting 
duʿā 

Before reciting Qurʾān 
(even if you don’t 
touch the writing) 

Before entering a 
masjid or the shrine of 

a nabī  or Imām 

When visiting a  
Muslim cemetery 

When you are 
angry 



 

Did you know? 

It is mustaḥab to remain in 
wuḍūʾ at all times during 
the day. This means we 
should do wuḍūʾ when we 
wake up in the morning 
and every time our wuḍūʾ 
breaks (e.g. when we use 
the washroom) we would 
do wuḍūʾ again so that we 
are always in the state of 
wuḍūʾ. 

Key points 

1) Wuḍūʾ is mustaḥab but 
becomes wājib before cer-
tain actions such as ṣalāh 
and touching the Arabic 
writings of Qurʾān. 
 

2) It is mustaḥab to remain 
in wuḍūʾ at all times. 
 

3) It is mustaḥab to per-
form wuḍūʾ before certain 
acts such as reciting duʿā, 
visiting a graveyard and go-
ing to sleep. 
 

4) Before starting wuḍūʾ, 
we should remove every-
thing that will stop the wa-
ter from reaching the skin, 
such as watches and socks. 
 
5) The water of wuḍūʾ must 
be mubāḥ̣, muṭlaq and 
ṭāhir.  

Before performing wuḍūʾ, it is important to ensure that we     
remove  everything that will stop the water of wuḍūʾ from reach-
ing the skin, such as rings, watches, nail polish and socks. 
 

 
 
We must also make sure that the water we use is: 
 

 Mubāḥ  = we have permission to    
                            use it 
 Muṭlaq  = pure 
 Ṭāhir  = not najis 

 
We are not allowed to use anything without the owner’s permis-
sion, because it is like stealing. Something that is used without 
the owner’s permission is called ghasbī. Water which is not 
ghasbī is mubāḥ̣, and can be used for wuḍūʾ. 
 
The place where we perform wuḍūʾ must also be mubāḥ. The 
container holding the water for wuḍūʾ must be mubāḥ̣, and must 
not be made of gold or silver. 
 
Water for wuḍūʾ must be muṭlaq (pure) and must not be mixed 
with anything. It must also be ṭāhir. Wuḍūʾ cannot be performed 
using najis water. 

Conditions for wuḍūʾ 

     Summary questions 

1. When is it wājib to perform wuḍūʾ? 
2. When is it mustaḥab to perform wuḍūʾ? 
3. What are the 3 main conditions for the water of wuḍūʾ? 
4. Why is it important to remove your watch and socks      

before wuḍūʾ? 
5. Wuḍūʾ is not necessary before which wājib ṣalāh? 



WĀJIBAT OF ṢALĀH 

 

Learning objectives 

1. Learn all the wājib    
actions of ṣalāh. 

2. Understand the differ-
ence between rukn and 
ghayr rukn actions of 
ṣalāh. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

All these wājib parts of ṣalāh are divided into two categories: 
rukn and ghayr rukn. 
 

Rukn are the wājib parts of ṣalāh that cannot be missed – even 
by mistake. If they are not done even unintentionally, the ṣalāh 
is invalid (bāṭil) and must be repeated. 
 

If the ghayr rukn acts of ṣalāh are missed out by mistake, the  
ṣalāh is not bāṭil. 

Wājib parts of ṣalāh 

SALĀH 

Wājib actions Mustaḥab actions 

Ghayr rukn 

Rukn 

  
 
Takbirat  
al-iḥrām 

 
 
   Qiyām 

 
 
Qirāʾah 

 

 

 

 
Rukuʿ 

 
 
Sajdah (both) 

  

    

The ṣalāh is divided into wājib and mustaḥab actions. The wājib parts of ṣalāh are: 

Niyyah 
(intention) 

Dhikr of rukuʿ and 
sajdah 

Tashahhud Salām 

Activity 
Draw this table and 

write at least 3 actions 

Actions of ṣalāh 

rukn ghayr rukn mustaḥab 

   

Tartīb & muwālāt 



 

Did you know? 

The first takbīr (Allāhu Ak-
bar) at the beginning of 
ṣalāh is called takbirat al-
iḥrām (just like the iḥrām 
of ḥajj) because some 
things become ḥarām for 
you after this takbīr until 
you finish the ṣalāh (e.g. 
talking, laughing, turning 
away from qiblah, etc). 

Key points 

1) The ṣalāh is divided 
into  wājib and 
mustaḥab actions 
 
2) The wājib parts of ṣalāh 
are either rukn or ghayr 
rukn. 
 
3) If any of the rukn acts of  
ṣalāh are missed out, even 
by mistake, the ṣalāh is bāṭil 
 
4) If any of the ghayr rukn 
acts of ṣalāh are missed out 
intentionally, the ṣalāh is 
bāṭil. If they are missed out 
by mistake, the ṣalāh is not 
bāṭil. 

The wājib rukn parts of ṣalāh are: 
 

1- Niyyah 
You need to know which ṣalāh you are praying, whether it is  
wājib or mustaḥab, adāʾ or qadhā. The niyyah for ṣalāh must be 
that it is only for Allāh [SWT] (qurbatan ilallāh).  
 

2- Takbirat al-iḥrām 
Must be done straight after the niyyah and the body must be 
still. 
 

3- Qiyām 
The “rukn” part of qiyām is to stand still during takbirat al-iḥrām 
and after qirāʾah when you do takbīr just before rukuʿ. 
 

4- Rukuʿ 
 

5- Sujūd 

Sujūd is the plural of sajdah. Both sajdahs are wājib rukn. The 
wājib ghayr rukn parts of ṣalāh are: 
 

Qirāʾah 
This is recitation during qiyām (the 2 surāhs or taṣbihāt al-
arbaʿah).  
 

Dhikr of rukuʿ and sujūd 
All wājib recitations in ṣalāh must be in Arabic and pronounced 
as accurately as possible. 
 

Tashahhud 
Wājib in the 2nd and last rakʿah. 
 

Salām 
Wājib in last rakʿah. 
 

Tartīb 
The order in which we perform the ṣalāh must be maintained. 
 

Muwālāt 
If a person intentionally stops ṣalāh due to “day-dreaming” or 
pauses too long such that a person watching might think they 
are no longer praying, then the ṣalāh is bāṭil.  

Rukn parts of ṣalāh 

     Summary questions 

1. What is the difference between rukn and ghayr rukn acts 
of ṣalāh? 

2. Which acts of ṣalāh are rukn? Which ones are ghayr rukn? 

Ghayr rukn parts of ṣalāh 



When girls and boys attain bulūgh then all the laws of Islam 
(called the sharīʿah) are wājib on them. They must perform all 
their acts of worship correctly, according to the teachings of the 
Qurʾān and sunnah. 
 
In order to know the correct rulings relating to the furūʿ al-dīn
(ṣalāh, ṣawm, hajj etc), we must either become a mujtahid, or do 
taqlīd of a mujtahid (expert in Islamic law). 

 
Taqlīd therefore means to follow the most 
learned person in matters of sharīʿah (Islamic 
Law). 
 

Taqlīd is only done in acts of worship and in the Islamic laws of 
dealing with others. At the madrasah, we study all such matters 
under Fiqh. Fiqh mainly deals with furūʿ al-dīn.  
 

 
Why can we not do taqlīd in uṣūl al-dīn? 
 

We cannot do taqlīd in matters of ʿaqāʾid (also called uṣūl al-dīn 
or “roots of religion”). The uṣūl al-dīn are five: Tawhīd, ʿAdālah, 
Nubuwwah, Imāmah and Qiyāmah. A Muslim has to understand 
these and have faith in them, and not just accept them because 
someone tells him or her to do so. 
 
A person must understand and believe in the uṣūl al-dīn before 
accepting Islam. Once a person has become a Muslim, they can 
then follow a mujtahid, who will teach them how to perform the 
various acts of worship and daily life. 
 

 
How do we select a marjaʿ for 
taqlīd? 

 
We must do the taqlīd of the mujtahid 
who is most learned in Islamic law. The 
most learned mujtahid is known as a    
marjaʿ . To find out who is the most 
learned person, we can ask scholars to 
guide us. 

TAQLĪD 

 

Learning objectives 

1. Understand that taqlīd 
can only be done in  
furūʿ al-dīn 

2. Understand the       
definitions of mujtahid, 
muqallid and marjaʿ  

3. Understand how to  
select a marjaʿ for 
taqlīd. 

Taqlīd can only be done in furūʿ al-dīn 

Ayatullāh Sīstanī is a marjaʿ 

Activity 

In small groups, 
write down the meanings 

of the following words: 
Mujtahid      Muqallid   

Taqlīd     Sunnah     
Sharīʿah   ʿAqāʾid   Marjaʿ     



 

Did you know? 

Ijtihād is derived from the 
term “juhd” which means 
effort and struggle. The 
jurist is called a mujtahid 
because of his efforts and 
struggle in deriving reli-
gious rulings.  

Key points 
1) Sharīʿah refers to the 
laws of Islam. The main 
sources of Islamic law are 
the Qurʾān and the sunnah. 
 

2) Taqlīd refers to following 
a mujtahid (expert in Is-
lamic law). A person who 
does taqlīd is a muqallid. A 
mujtahid who has muqal-
lidīn (followers) is a marjaʿ. 
 

3) Taqlīd is allowed only for 
rulings relating to furūʿ al-
dīn. It is not permissible in 
uṣūl al-dīn. 

Mujtahid 
A Shīʿah Ithnā ʿAsharī Muslim who has reached a level of     
knowledge in Islamic law where he or she does not need to    
follow another mujtahid.  
 

A mujtahid can find the Islamic  
ruling on any matter through     
research (mainly from the Qurʾān 
and sunnah) 
 
A female mujtahid is called a     
mujtahidah. 
 

 
 
Muqallid 
Someone who follows a mujtahid to 
know how to practice the laws of Islam. 
The plural of muqallid is muqallidīn. 
 
 

 
 
Marjaʿ 
This is a mujtahid who is followed 
by muqallidīn. The plural of marjaʿ 
is marājiʿ. 

Important terminology 

     Summary questions 

1. What does taqlīd mean? 
2. Why is taqlīd not permissible in uṣūl al-dīn? 
3. Who is a muqallid? 
4. What is the meaning of the terms mujtahid and marjaʿ? 
5. What is the Sharīʿah? 
6. What are the 2 main sources of Islamic law? 



 

Learning objectives 

1. Understand the mean-
ing of ṣalāt al-qaṣr. 

2. Understand how to 
perform ṣalāt al-qaṣr. 

3. Understand when to 
perform ṣalāt al-qaṣr. 

Ṣalāt al-qaṣr refers to shortened prayers. When we travel to a 
place where we intend to stay for less than 10 days, we have to 
shorten our ṣalāh. 
 
For ṣalāt al-qaṣr to apply: 
 

The total distance travelled away from 
your home city should be 28  miles (44 
km) or more. 

 
  

        The duration of the journey should be 
less than 10 days. If you travel to a 
place and plan to stay there for 10 days 
or more, then you must pray in full 
(like you do normally) from the very 

        first day you arrive. 
 

 
The journey should not be for a ḥarām 
purpose. 
 

 
Only 4 unit (rakaʿāt) prayers are shortened, so fajr and maghrib 
prayers are not shortened.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Each 4 unit prayer is shortened to 2 units and the niyyah for the 
prayer becomes: 

 
“I am praying 2 rakʿah ṣalāt al-qaṣr wājib qurbatan ilallāh” 

What is ṣalāt al-qaṣr? 

> 28 miles 

< 10 days 

= ḥalāl purpose 

Ṣalāt  
Number of rakaʿāt  

Full Qaṣr 

Fajr 2 2 

Ẓuhr 4 2 

ʿAṣr 4 2 

Maghrib 3 3 

ʿIshāʾ 4 2 

Activity 
From the 3 lists    

below, which word 
in each list is the   

 odd one out? 

ʿIshāʾ 
Fajr 
ʿAṣr 
Ẓuhr 

Qaḍāʾ 
Adāʾ 
Qaṣr 

Taqlīd 

Ṣawm 
Rukūʿ 
Qiyām 
Sajdah 

ṢALĀT AL-QASR 



 

Did you know? 

Travellers to Makkah, 
Madina or Kufa, have the 
option to pray either qaṣr 
or full prayers. They can 
pray in full inside Masjid al-
Ḥarām, Masjid Nabawi and 
Masjid Kufa, as well as any-
where in these cities. We 
also have the option of 
praying full prayers in the 
ḥaram of Imām al-Ḥusayn 
[A] in Karbala, even if we 
are there for less than 10 
days. 

Key points 

1) Ṣalāt al-qaṣr is 
shortened prayers. We 
must shorten any 4 
unit wājib ṣalāt to 2 units 
when we travel. 
 
2) For ṣalāt al-qaṣr to ap-
ply, the journey must be 
less than 10 days and the       
distance travelled should 
be 28 miles or more, meas-
ured from the city bound-
ary.  
 
3) The qaḍāʾ of a ṣalāt al-
qaṣr should be offered as a 
qaṣr (shortened) ṣalāt as 
well. 

The distance of 28 miles or more should be measured from the 
city boundary and not from one’s house. The boundary for    
London is generally considered to be the M25.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If you miss any ṣalāt al-qaṣr when you are travelling, you must 
perform its qaḍāʾ. The qaḍāʾ should also be shortened even if 
you are already back home, so you would pray 2 rakʿah prayers 
for the qaḍāʾ of ẓuhr, ʿaṣr and maghrib).  
 
Similarly, if you have a qaḍāʾ of a 4 rakaʿāt ṣalāt and decide to 
perform it whilst you are travelling, you must repay the qaḍāʾ as 
4 rakaʿāt even though you are travelling because the ṣalāt was 
missed when you were not a traveller.  

Ṣalāt al-qaṣr  

     Summary questions 

1. What does ṣalāt al-qaṣr mean? 
2. What is the minimum distance for ṣalāt al-qaṣr to apply? 
3. What is the maximum number of days you can stay at one 

place for ṣalāt al-qaṣr to apply? 
4. Which of the 5 daily prayers can be shortened? 
5. If you miss a ṣalāt al-qaṣr, how should you offer its qaḍāʾ ? 

 



BULŪGH 

 

Learning objectives 

1. Understand the con-
cept of bulūgh 

2. Understand when boys 
and girls reach the age 

of bulūgh. 
 
Ghusl of hayḍ (for 

girls) 

As boys and girls grow into men and women, they change    
physically and emotionally. This age of maturity is also called the 
age of puberty (or bulūgh in Arabic).  

 
When do boys and girls become bāligh? 
 

Boys mature (become bāligh) closer to the ages of 13-15 years 
while girls mature earlier. In Islam, girls are considered to be 
bāligha from the age of 9 (i.e. the 9th Islamic birthday).  
 
Whatever is wājib on adults like ṣalāh, ṣawm and ḥijāb becomes 
wājib on boys and girls from the age of bulūgh.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
What are the signs of bulūgh? 
 

There are various physical signs of bulūgh. Some are common to 
boys and girls like the growth of hair under the armpits and on 
the navel (called pubic hair) and some signs are unique to each 
gender. 
 
When we become bāligh(ah), we also become mukallaf 
(responsible). This means that we are now held responsible    
before Allāh [SWT] for our actions. This is the age from which we 
must do everything that is wājib and keep away from everything 
that is ḥarām in Islam. For example, someone who is mukallaf 
must know how to perform wuḍū, pray 5 times a day, fast the 
whole month of Ramaḍān, observe ḥijāb and so on. In other 
words, they must know all the basics of Islam and act on them 
properly. 

What is bulūgh? 

Activity 

Pictionary 
In small groups, take 
turns to draw pic-

tures showing one of 
 these words: 

hijāb     bāligh     ṣalāh     
ṣawm     wājib      

Ask you teammates to 
guess the word. Your      

picture should have no let-
ters or numbers! 



 

Did you know? 

A blind old man once came 
to visit the Holy Prophet 
[S]. Sayyidah Fāṭimah [A] 
was  present in the house 
at the time, and she ob-
served ḥijāb the whole 
time the blind man was in 
their house. When he left, 
the Holy Prophet [S] asked 
her why she was fully    
covered even though the 
visitor was old and blind, 
and couldn’t even see her! 
She replied saying that 
even though he couldn’t 
see her, she could still see 
him! 

When a girl becomes bālighah, it is wājib on her to cover all her 
hair and body in public and in 
the presence of ghayr 
maḥram, except for her face 
and her palms from the wrist 
to the fingers.  
 
Bālighah girls and women do 
not have to wear ḥijāb when 
they are only with other 
women or with maḥram men 
like their grand father, father 
or brothers. But they still 
have to dress respectfully 
and modestly in front of 
other women and in front of 
their father, brothers and all 
others maḥram to her. Dress-
ing modestly means not 

wearing clothes that are too thin, short or tight on the body.  
 
It is also wājib for girls to cover themselves fully (except for face 
and palms) when they pray ṣalāh. 
 
Boys also have to dress respectfully and not to stare and admire 
women who are ghayr maḥram. Boys should not wear clothes 
that are too thin, short or tight on the body.  

Emphasis on ḥijāb 

     Summary questions 

1. What does bulūgh mean? 
2. When do boys become bāligh? 
3. When do girls become bālighah? 
4. What are some of the signs of bulūgh? 
5. What does mukallaf mean? 
6. Why is it important for bāligh boys and bālighah girls to 

observe ḥijāb? 

Key points 

1) Bulūgh refers to 
the age of maturity accord-
ing to Islamic law. 
 

2) Boys become bāligh 
around the age of 13—15 
years, depending on when 
they develop signs of bu-
lūgh. Girls become 
bālighah by their 9th birth-
day according to the Is-
lamic calendar. 
 

3) When we become 
bāligh, we also become 
mukallaf, meaning that we 
have to obey all the rules of 
Islamic law (e.g. perform all 
wājibāt). 



GHUSL FOR WOMEN 

 

Learning objectives 

For girls 
1. Understand the meaning 

of ḥayḍ and istiḥāḍah. 
2. Learn how and when to 

perform wājib ghusl. 
3. Learn the actions which 

are ḥarām in the state of 
ḥayḍ and istiḥāḍah. 

As a girl grows older, her body starts changing. She experiences 
some bleeding, which occurs every month. It is called period or 
menstrual bleeding (or ḥayḍ in Arabic). 
 
Most menstrual periods last from 3 to 5 days, but in some women 
it can vary and continue for up to 7-10 days. If you count a      
menstrual cycle from the first day of one period to the first day of 
the next period, the average cycle is 28 days long. However,      
cycles in women can also vary, especially in young teenagers. 
 
The average age for a girl to get her first period is 12. But this 
does not mean that all girls start at the same age. A girl can start 
her period (ḥayḍ) any time from the age of 8. 
 
During the days that a female has her period, she is not required 
to pray the daily prayers or to fast. If she misses some wājib fasts 
in the month of Ramaḍān, she will have to perform qaḍāʾ for 
those missed fasts later. She doesn't have to pray qaḍāʾ for the  
prayers that she misses during her period. 
 
Besides ḥayḍ, a bālighah woman can also experience bleeding 
that is not a part of her menstrual cycle. This unexpected irregular 
(non-period) bleeding is called istiḥāḍah. When a woman experi-
ences istiḥāḍah, she still has to pray and fast but there are some 
additional rules for it (such as performing wuḍūʾ or ghusl before 
every prayer) that you will learn later. 
 

 
What is ḥarām for a woman during ḥayḍ? 
 

 Praying ṣalāh of any kind including ṣalāh al-āyāt. She can   
however pray ṣalāh al-mayyit because it does not require 
wuḍūʾ or ghusl. 

 Entering any masjid including Masjid al-Ḥarām (Makkah),   
Masjid al-Nabawī (Madina) or shrine of any of the Aʾimmah. 

 Touching the writings of the Qurʾān 
 Reciting any of the four āyāt of Qurʾān for which sajdah is  

wājib. 

Ḥayḍ and Istiḥāḍah 

Activity 
Practical      

demonstration 
of ghusl in the 

classroom 



 

Did you know? 

Apart from the tartībī (step 
by step) method, there is 
another method of        
performing ghusl. It is 
called ghusl irtimāsī (ghusl 
by complete immersion in  
water). It is not a common 
method of doing ghusl. If 
you would like to know 
more about this method, 
you can read the risālah of 
your marjaʿ. Ghusl irtimāsī 
is not allowed when fasting 
or during ḥajj when      
wearing iḥrām.  

Ghusl is a bath that is done in a special way and with a niyyah. 
There are three types of ghusl that are wājib for women only: 
 
1. Ghusl of ḥayḍ: Wājib to perform after the end of the   

menstrual bleeding (period), before a woman can start 
ṣalāh and ṣawm again. 

2. Ghusl of istiḥāḍah: Wājib for women after certain kinds of 
irregular bleeding. 

3. Ghusl of Nifās: Wājib after the bleeding of childbirth.  
 
Every ghusl is performed in exactly the same way except that the 
niyyah is different. For example, after her period is over, a girl 
must perform ghusl of ḥayḍ with the intention: 

“I am performing ghusl of ḥayḍ, wājib qurbatan ilallāh” 
 
 

There are two ways of performing ghusl: tartībī and irtimāsī.  
 
Ghusl tartībī (step-by-step) is performed as follows: 
 

1- Niyyah: You should know why you are performing the ghusl 
e.g. “I am performing the ghusl of ḥayḍ qurbatan ilallāh”. 
 

2- Wash head and neck first. 
 

3- Then wash the right side of the body from the right shoulder 
downwards. 
 

4- Then wash the left side of the body from the left shoulder 
downwards. 
 
When washing any of the three areas mentioned above, it is 
good to also wash a bit of the other parts to ensure no part of 
the body remains unwashed. 

Wājib ghusl 

Method of performing ghusl 

Key points 

1) Ḥayḍ refers to a 
woman’s menstrual bleed-
ing (period) 
 

2) When a woman is in 
ḥayḍ, she is not required to 
pray or fast. She has to per-
form qaḍāʾ of any wājib 
fasts missed due to ḥayḍ, 
but does not have to do 
qaḍāʾ of ṣalāh missed 
 

3) Non-period bleeding is 
known as istiḥāḍah, and 
bleeding after childbirth is 
known as nifās. 
 

4) At the end of ḥayḍ, a  
woman must perform wājib 
ghusl before she can start 
praying or fasting again. 

Summary questions 

1. What is the difference between ḥayḍ, istiḥāḍah and nifās? 
2. What actions are ḥarām for a woman in ḥayḍ? 
3. How do we perform the ghusl for ḥayḍ? 




